Cutting-edge neuroimaging technologies can facilitate preoperative evaluation in various neurosurgical settings. Surgery for gliomas and epilepsy requires precise localization for resection due to the need to preserve (or perhaps improve) higher cognitive functions. Accordingly, a hodological approach should be taken that considers subcortical networks as well as cortical functions within various functional domains. Resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has the potential to provide new insights that are valuable for this approach. In this review, we describe recent developments in network analysis using resting state fMRI related to factors in glioma and epilepsy surgery: the identification of functionally dominant areas, evaluation of cognitive function by alteration of resting state networks (RSNs), glioma grading, and epileptic focus detection. One particular challenge that is close to realization is using fMRI for the identification of sensorimotor-and language-dominant areas during a task-free resting state. Various RSNs representative of the default mode network demonstrated at least some alterations in both patient groups, which correlated with behavioral changes including cognition, memory, and attention, and the development of psychosis. Still challenging is the detection of epileptic foci and propagation pathways when using only network analysis with resting state fMRI; however, a combined method with simultaneous electroencephalography has produced promising results. Consequently, network analysis is expected to continue to advance as neuroimaging technology improves in the next decade, and preoperative evaluation for neurosurgical parameters through these techniques should improve parallel with them.
Introduction
recent advances in neuroimaging have made it feasible to examine human brain connectivity systematically. in 2009, the national institutes of health announced the opening of the human Connectome Project (hCP), whose principal objective is understanding the totality and variability of human brain connectivity. 1) we believe that new findings regarding neural networks, possibly obtained in the hCP, could be utilized for determining various neurosurgical parameters, especially for glioma and epilepsy surgeries. in fact, using the same leading-edge imaging technologies as those used for the hCP will facilitate the upgrade of preoperative neurosurgical evaluations. in glioma surgery, a positive outcome requires resecting the maximum amount of tumoral tissue even when it has invaded the normal parenchyma, while preserving as much of the normal adjacent tissue and its cerebral functions, including higher cognition. in epilepsy surgery, precise identification of the epileptic focus and delineation of the resectable areas are required, while again preserving or even improving current neurological function. For these purposes, both cortical topology and subcortical networks must be interpreted for the individual patient. this concept, which considers the neural pathways that include the subcortical networks, was recently termed the "hodological approach." 2) received november 28, 2015 ; accepted january 19, 2016 online February 29, 2016 doi: 10.2176/nmc.ra. Neurol Med Chir (Tokyo) 56, [158] [159] [160] [161] [162] [163] [164] [165] [166] [167] [168] [169] 2016 REVIEW ARTICLE low frequency fluctuations have been identified since then. the most fundamental rSn has been dubbed the default mode network (DMn), which was initially identified with Pet scans by raichle et al. 5) they found a consistent set of regions that were active during the resting state, but inactive during task performance. a few years later, the DMn was identified with resting state fMri by greicius et al., 6) and its components have been verified in many studies. the DMn, which includes the posterior cingulate cortex, the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), the angular gyrus, and the medial temporal lobe, is the most studied network that can be readily detected in resting state fMri. it is highly reproducible across both imaging sessions and different subjects. 7) its precise function is still largely unknown, but the individual regions comprising it are hypothesized to be involved in stimulus-independent thoughts, 8) introspection, 9) and the integration of autobiographical, self-monitoring, and related social cognitive functions. 10) alterations of the default mode network and/or its functional connectivity have been reported in several neurological conditions, including alzheimer's disease, autism, and schizophrenia. [11] [12] [13] [14] Several other rSns have been identified, including a somatosensory network, 4) a visual network, 15, 16) an auditory network, 17) a language network, 18) both dorsal and ventral attention networks, 19) an executive control network (eCn), 20, 21) and a salience network 22) (table 1) . these networks were termed as "task-positive" or "extrinsic," whereas the DMn was termed as "task-negative" or "intrinsic." the analysis methods for rSns are varied. Seed-based analysis is a fundamental approach applied in numerous studies. in it, a region of interest (roi) is selected, which can create possible error via selection bias and a lack of objectivity in the choice of roi. another popular approach is independent component analysis (iCa), a mathematical technique that maximizes independence among its components statistically. 15) this technique does not require the a priori selection of an roi, and enables analysts to distinguish each rSn automatically (Fig. 1) . however, it requires the initial setup of a number of components, as well as clear discrimination of important components from noise.
the electrophysiological basis of rSns, obtained by analysis of low frequency fluctuations of BoLD signals in resting state fMri, has not been comprehensively understood. each region of the rSn (i.e., sensorimotor network) demonstrates high concordance with activated or deactivated areas in fMri with relevant tasks (i.e., finger tapping). accordingly, rSns are able to substantiate particular brain functions.
recently, among novel imaging technologies, there has been an increase in interest in the application of resting state functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMri). this technique investigates synchronous activities between distinct regions during the taskfree resting state, and identifies various resting state networks (rSns). the analysis of rSns could contribute to a hodologically based preoperative interpretation of neural networks. this technique is relatively new. although acquisition of images is sufficiently simple, the analysis and interpretation of the results are relatively complicated and requires expertise. this has limited the utility of the technique to certain neuroimaging centers so far. however, the technology has begun to improve in terms of user-friendliness, which should lead to a much more broad usage base fairly quickly. in this review, we discuss the studies of rSns performed by resting state fMri, and present the potential clinical applications focusing on glioma and epilepsy. Furthermore, a technological advance coupling resting state fMri with simultaneous electroencephalography (eeg-fMri) has been recently utilized for epilepsy, demonstrating strong potential regarding focus detection and network analysis worthy of discussion here.
Fundamentals of Resting State fMRI
fMri using various tasks such as finger tapping or verb generation is one of the most important methods for preoperative functional mapping in the brain in patients with gliomas or epilepsy. however, its sensitivity is limited by a poor signal:noise ratio, the reliability of the tasks, and the participant's performance. a meta-analysis of 63 published studies found that task-based fMri has less than 50% inter-individual reproducibility, in even healthy subjects.
3) task-based fMri is particularly challenging for patients with hemiparesis, cognition, or attention deficits. thus, resting state fMri could reduce false negative or false positive errors associated with task-performance in the presurgical identification of functionally localized areas.
resting state fMri focuses on spontaneous, low frequency fluctuations of the time course of the blood oxygen level-dependent (BoLD) signal whose frequencies are commonly less than 0.1 hz. the significance of this method was firstly reported by Biswal et al. in 1995, who showed that the time course of the BoLD signal in the unilateral sensory cortex identified by standard task-based fMri correlated strongly with the homologous area of the contralateral hemisphere. 4) a variety of rSns characterized by synchronized spontaneous however, there is no clear reason why low frequency fluctuation is found in such fundamental neural networks. Functional connectivity is characterized predominantly by frequencies (> 0.1 hz) slower than those in cardiac and respiratory cycles. 23) while such low fluctuations can be recorded by digital eeg, it is usually difficult to distinguish them from artifacts, and they tend to be filtered out by the conventional settings for low-cut filters of 0.1 hz. on the other hand, magnetoencephalography (Meg) recently demonstrated some correlations between low frequency fluctuations and electrophysiological activities. Brookes et al. extracted relatively high frequency activity, such as alpha, beta, and gamma, from Meg datasets, and analyzed it by beam-former spatial filtering and iCa. they successfully proved that the rSns visualized in Meg data demonstrated significant similarities to those measured by fMri. in other words, they confirmed that hemodynamic networks analyzed by fMri truly substantiated neural activities observed with electrophysiological recording. 24) Furthermore, recent studies suggest that "cross-frequency coupling" may serve as a mechanism to transfer information from large-scale networks (low frequency fluctuations) to fast, local cortical processing (fast waves) across multiple spatiotemporal scales. 25, 26) however, further study is required.
Clinical Application in Gliomas 1. Alteration of RSNs correlated to cognitive functions in gliomas
Some patients with gliomas or other intracranial tumors show very little or no disturbance in neurological function, even if the tumor is large. approximately 30% of patients lack apparent neurological deficits, such as speech disturbance (aphasia) or motor weakness, 27) while the advancement and widespread use of non-invasive imaging technologies (e.g., Mri) has improved the diagnosis of asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic patients, increasing this percentage. however, detailed neuropsychometric tests in these cases often reveal some deficits in cognitive function, including disturbances in comprehension, performance, executive control, working memory, and attention. Such changes in cognition are often difficult to explain when considering only the damage caused by the tumor in focal regions of the brain, but could in fact be network-related. thus, rSns were analyzed to evaluate the cortico-subcortical connections in patients with glioma.
unfortunately, network studies of brain tumor cases are very rare, and only a few papers have been published on this topic. in one study, harris Sensorimotor network the precentral gyrus, the posterior central gyrus, the SMa Biswal et al., 1995 4) Language network the posterior superior temporal gyrus, the marginal gyrus, the inferior frontal gyrus, the middle temporal gyrus, the caudate nuclei, the putamen tomasi and Volkow 2012 18) et al. examined the DMn with pseudo-resting state fMri (i.e., using datasets derived from task-based fMri), and showed that DMn integrity decreased in glioma cases. 28 ) the significant predictors of the changes in DMn integrity were who grade (highgrade cases showed worsened integrity) and the location of lesions (a lesion in the left parietal lobule was significantly worse than other areas). esposito et al. studied the DMn with glioma cases using the deactivation profiles of language task datasets, 29) and noted increased DMn connectivity in hippocampal lesions, but decreased connectivity in the VMPFC.
Maesawa et al. examined rSns by iCa with resting state datasets in fMri in patients with glioma who had little or no neurological functional deficits. these were compared to the scores of representative neuropsychometric examinations for cognition. 30 ) the DMn showed a decrease in functional connectivity in the right angular gyrus/inferior parietal lobe, and the left eCn showed decreased connectivity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; however, the right executive control network showed an increase in connectivity in the right parietal lobe. Moreover, changes in connectivity in the right eCn correlated with spatial memory, while those in the left eCn correlated with attention. Connectivity changes noted in the ventral DMn correlated with attention, working memory, and verbal intelligence quotient measures. these data indicate that patients with gliomas may have some cognitive changes related to alterations across wide-area brain networks, even in the absence of major symptoms. this could potentially explain some of the behavioral changes often seen in glioma cases, such as slowness of reaction, somnolence, loss of attention, and working memory problems. thus, evaluation of rSns is potentially helpful in advancing our hodological understanding of brain function in glioma cases.
Presurgical localization of eloquent cortex
resting state fMri requires no explicit task for the participant to perform during the scan, and is therefore highly suitable for preoperative evaluation in a patient population who might be less responsive or unable to respond in parallel to healthy controls because of particular task designs. Several approaches have been reported for the application of resting state fMri for preoperative planning. Zhang et al. reported that the localization of the sensorimotor cortex was enabled using a seed-based approach with resting state fMri. in this approach, an roi was set in the sensorimotor region in the unaffected hemisphere, and functional connectivity to the diseased hemisphere was calculated in patients with a glioma-distorted hemisphere. 31) kokkonen et al. demonstrated that the sensorimotor areas localized by iCa through datasets of resting state fMri were highly consistent with those using datasets of task-based fMri. 32) identification of the language area in the glioma-distorted brain is more challenging, as its location is known to be more variable. 33) recently, Mitchell et al. evaluated the usefulness of a data-driven approach with resting state fMri for preoperative functional mapping, including language-dominant areas. they identified the rSns by an artificial neural network algorithm, compared these to the results of intraoperative mapping with electrical stimulation, and concluded that this approach was effective in non-invasive preoperative localization. 34) we have studies ongoing that will evaluate the possibility of the identification of language-dominant areas by iCa (Fig. 2) ; however, further evaluation has been required, including a comparison with intraoperative mapping by electrical stimulation.
Glioma grading measured by resting state fMRI
another application of resting state fMri is in the grading of gliomas. Malignant gliomas demonstrate a high degree of tumor cell infiltration and proliferation compared to low-grade gliomas. these characteristics could be potentially quantified by advanced analysis of non-invasive resting state fMris. in one recent investigation, harris et al. evaluated the DMn in 68 glioma patients, and concluded that higher tumor grading correlated with the largest reductions in DMn functional connectivity. 28) on the other hand, esposito et al. obtained contrary results, 29) noting that the decrease in connectivity of the DMn was often observed in low-grade gliomas rather than in high-grade gliomas. they hypothesized that the lack of aggressive growth of low-grade gliomas may permit a more marked plastic reorganization of neural networks, resulting in greater alteration of the DMn. although these opposing results could be explained by the differences in methodology and types of datasets used, further evaluations are necessary to better elucidate the relationship between the tumor grading and the functional connectivity to the DMn. Finally, malignant gliomas are associated with infiltration into the surrounding brain parenchyma, resulting in damage to regions of the brain that may be involved in particular neurological functions. though no data regarding this concept were identified, it is conceivable that functional connectivity with resting state fMri may provide additional insight into the degree of the tumor infiltration without requiring biopsy or other invasive techniques.
there is another approach to estimate the tumor grade using resting state fMri, very recently reported by wu et al. 35) this approach focused on several parameters described by resting state fMri, which may reflect anatomical morphology in tumor regions. Such parameters include the signal intensity difference ratio, signal intensity correlation (SiC), factional amplitude of low frequency fluctuation (faLFF), and regional homogeneity (reho). when a support vector machine was employed to distinguish high-and lowgrade gliomas, it was found that high-grade gliomas demonstrated more complex anatomical morphology as defined in particular by SiC, faLFF, and reho. the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of classification with support vector machine were greater than 80%. For tumor grading, tumor heterogeneity must be considered, since the tumors consist of various tissues, including necrotic/cystic areas, hemorrhage, or infiltrative edema. Such varying tissue types would have distinguishable parameters using resting state fMri, and would need to be combined for tumor grading. Furthermore, the association of tumor grading in this manner and disease prognosis should be evaluated.
Clinical Applications in Epilepsy 1. Localization of the epileptic focus or network
epilepsy is estimated to have a prevalence of 0.5-1% in the entire population. in this group, 30% of the patients with epilepsy were medically uncontrollable, and their daily life was impaired to varying degrees. 36) For medically refractory epilepsy, surgical resection is a necessary approach, and precise identification of the epileptic focus, as well as nearby functional regions, is critical in achieving favorable outcomes. however, there is a need for less invasive and more reliable diagnostic tools for identification of epileptic foci. recent studies suggest resting state fMri with various computational analyses could represent a novel diagnostic tool for such a purpose.
Several studies have been performed to utilize this technique for focus detection in a series of patients with epilepsy. For example, Bettus et al. utilized functional connectivity analysis by resting state fMri in patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy (tLe). 37) they examined functional connectivity between 10 potentially epileptogenic regions, including the hippocampus, the amygdala, and the entorhinal cortex, and found that functional connectivity was decreased in the hemisphere with the epileptic focus, whereas it was increased in the contralateral side. this may be a compensatory effect in the contralateral side, mitigating damage from repeated seizures in the damaged side. this rightleft imbalance could be useful in identifying the side of the epileptic focus in mesial tLe patients, although in the above study epileptic focus was not directly examined. Stufflebeam et al. analyzed functional connectivity in a series of patients with medically refractory epilepsy in whom an identifiable lesion had not been imaged. 38) they found an increase in functional connectivity in and around the locations with the suspected epileptic focus, compared to that in 300 healthy controls. they hypothesized that functional connectivity increased closer to the epileptogenic focus, in contradiction of the data and hypothesis put forth in the above study by Bettus et al. this discrepancy might be explained by differences in the subject groups, in the disease pathology, or in the disease stage, and as of this writing remains unresolved.
Zhang et al. reported a further comprehensive evaluation of neural networks, in this case applying the social network theory in patients with MtLe. 39) they revealed that the pattern classifier by graph methods could reveal abnormal network properties in epilepsy patients at the group level. More recently, Dansereau et al. proposed a novel analysis method, "detection of abnormal networks in individuals (Dani)," to identify modularity changes at the individual level. 40) they evaluated the stability of each rSn, and detected abnormal individual changes in network organization in patients with focal epilepsy when compared to healthy controls. they concluded that at least one abnormally lateralized network closely related to the epileptic focus was successfully detected.
thus, although the methodology varied among these studies, some progress has been made by focusing on the changes in neural networks in epilepsy, assuming that such approaches may better elucidate the relationship between the epileptic focus and pathways of propagation in epilepsy in the near future. important issues remain, though, including how to discriminate between decreases in normal networks and those in newly formed networks created by repeated seizures; as well as how to perform the above types of network analyses during periods with or without spikes.
Epilepsy-associated networks studied with EEG-fMRI
Simultaneous recording of eeg and fMri (eeg-fMri) is a technique that can reveal the regions of the brain Fig. 2 The comparison of the language networks in resting state fMRI and task fMRI in a patient with glioma. The patient was a 35-year-old female who had anaplastic astrocytoma in the left insula. Individual independent component analysis was performed with the datasets of resting state fMRI (red) and fMRI with a verb generation task (green). Although the affected hemisphere was distorted, the language networks with both methods appeared in the appropriate language-related regions, including Broca's and Wernicke's areas, with overlapping regions in both areas (yellow) (unpublished data). fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging.
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showing changes in blood flow and metabolism in response to interictal epileptic discharges (ieDs) identified in eeg. it is based on the hypothesis that fMri signals in the regions where spikes originate presumably reflect the intense neuronal activity of the seizure discharge, similarly to SPeCt studies performed at the time of epileptic seizures to determine the regions of increased blood flow. 41, 42) the pioneering study of ives et al. demonstrated that it is possible to record the eeg in such a hostile environment. 43) the basic method of eeg-fMri recording begins with using nonferrous electrodes and leads, and perhaps current-limiting resistors, for eeg. 44) in addition, current loops involving the patient should be avoided. 45) During fMri scanning, the rapidly changing magnetic fields induce currents in the electrodes and leads, resulting in eeg artifacts ("gradient artifacts"). the gradient artifacts are removed by methods originally proposed by allen et al., which consist of artifact estimation, subtraction from each frame, and adaptive noise cancellation. 46) recently, several variations on the subtraction methods have been proposed. [47] [48] [49] another problematic artifact is a "ballistocardiogram artifact," which may be caused by small movements of the head or electrodes related to the fast movement of blood in the arteries following each pulsation. 43) it can be removed by averaging and subtraction, 50) adaptive filtering, 51) wavelet filtering, 52) or iCa. 53) after artifact removal, event-related analysis is used to identify epileptic events, by correlating the timing of the spikes (the events) with the hemodynamic response function (hrF). although a standard hrF, the measured response to a brief stimulus such as an auditory tone, 54) has been widely used, several different approaches were evaluated using variable shape and timing of the modeled hrF. 55, 56) here, we provide an example of a case of focal epilepsy with a lesion in the anterior cingulate gyrus to demonstrate evaluation by eeg-fMri (Fig. 3) .
in clinical epilepsy studies, a Montreal neurological institute group led by gotman examined a series of tLe patients, and reported that epilepsyrelated BoLD responses occurred in 83% of patients, predominantly in the temporal lobe. 57) they also evaluated a series of patients with gray matter heterotopia, and reported that some signal clusters are seen in or very close to the lesions, although not consistently. 58) idiopathic generalized epilepsy (ige) was also studied, 59) and thalamic activation was identified in concert with widespread, bilateral, and symmetrical deactivation of the cerebral cortex. gotman et al. reported that bilateral activation was found in the thalamus, mesial frontal region, insula, and middle cerebellum, whereas deactivations were found bilaterally in the anterior frontal and parietal regions and in the posterior cingulate gyri. note that the latter regions are components of the "default mode network." 60) the sensitivity of eeg-fMri is limited by the detection power of ieDs with scalp eeg, and the suitability of the modeling of the fMri signal. 61) in order to improve the sensitivity, grouiller et al. have suggested the initial construction of topographic maps from ieDs recorded during long-term video-eeg monitoring. 62) although few in number, initial reports in which intracranial eeg-fMri was performed after implantation of intracranial electrodes demonstrated 100% sensitivity in identifying ieD-related BoLD changes. [63] [64] [65] the relationship between the locations of ieDrelated BoLD changes and surgical outcome has been examined, showing that when surgical resection includes regions with ieD-related BoLD changes, there is a high positive predictive value for a good postoperative outcome, which declines with widespread or discordant changes. [66] [67] [68] 
Alteration in RSNs in TLE
Significant advances in the analysis of rSns represent a chance to investigate the still unclear pathophysiology of the disabling cognitive and psychiatric manifestations of tLe. in 2010, Zhang et al. demonstrated that the overall area of activation of the DMn was reduced in patients with tLe, especially in the medial prefrontal structures. 69) one possible mechanism for this decrease in connectivity is the accumulation of structural damage due to repeated seizures. this hypothesis was supported by diffusion tensor imaging (Dti), which identified relevant structural damage in white matter bundles connecting the distant regions of the DMn. 70) other functional connectivity studies have demonstrated positive correlations with disease years 71) or severity of hippocampal sclerosis. 72) Since activities such as abstract thinking, cognition, and memory retrieval are regulated by the DMn, alterations in those processes could be observed in patients with mesial tLe, as well as alzheimer disease, autism, and attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder. 73, 74) two main attention networks, the ventral and dorsal attention networks, are reportedly altered in tLe patients. the dorsal attention network mediates topdown attention, or attention directed towards specific subjects, 75) had significant decrements in functional connectivity in patients with mesial tLe. 76) the ventral attention network mediates bottom-up attention or attentiveness triggered by sudden, unexpected stimuli; it too was reported to be impaired in patients with tLe in a study combining P300 wave analysis with high-density eeg recording. 77) Furthermore, decreases in functional connectivity were reported in the executive control network, 78) which is thought to be involved in schizophrenia and typical psychosis. 79) thus, it could be involved in the genesis of the so-called psychosis of epilepsy. 78) together, the reports described here indicate that the dysfunction of rSns could have an important role in the occurrence of cognitive and psychiatric complications of tLe.
Future Directions
two topics are introduced here that reflect the potential of application of resting state fMri study. the first is its capacity to identify individualized functional localization in pre-surgical settings. to date, a precise functional mapping still relies heavily on invasive measures.
although network analysis with resting state fMri has mainly focused on evaluation of large-scale networks so far, big data analysis of healthy controls has brought about quantification and visualization of the individual variation for functional localization.
Very recently, wang et al. reported the promising method of non-invasive functional localization using an iterative cortical parcellation approach using resting state fMri. 80) a functional cortical atlas was developed using datasets from 1,000 healthy controls, 81) and a map of inter-individual variability was employed to guide the iterative search for functional networks in individual subjects. Functional networks mapped by this approach demonstrated high reproducibility and high detection power for variability across the patients. Furthermore, they found that brain lateralization is reflected in the network parcellation, especially that of language-dominant areas. although one limitation of this approach is its application in patients with disturbed brain anatomy, establishment of this approach could lead to the successful creation of a non-invasive functional map of the whole brain for individual patients. the functional map made by this Neurol Med Chir (Tokyo) 56, April, 2016 approach is advantageous with regard to its ability to be less invasive, but also the benefit of providing additional information on functional connectivity to other regions. the comprehensive interpretation of functional connectivity among regions contributes to building up a more sophisticated surgical plan for gliomas or for epilepsy surgery, to a level wellsuited to a hodological approach.
the second concept is the combination of other modalities with resting state fMri. the network information obtained in this manner has been combined with eeg already, but could conceivably be combined with the simultaneous recording of other modalities, including high resolution structural Mri, Dti, Pet, or Meg. these combined methods could elucidate many different aspects of the brain at once, including morphology, electrophysiology, blood circulation, and metabolism. this could lead to a more comprehensive understanding of brain function without the need for animal modeling or invasive clinical studies.
Conclusion
resting state fMri has the potential to provide new insights on the functional aspects of the human brain. the analysis of rSns using this technique has made it possible to evaluate brain function noninvasively in patients scheduled for surgery for gliomas and epilepsy. it has been applied to the identification of areas with dominant functions such as language or sensorimotor functions, although it can be limited in this sense by the distorted hemisphere. the DMn, a representative rSn, has been evaluated with resting state fMri, and found to have impairments in both of the above patient groups correlated with cognitive function or psychosis. Detection of epileptic foci using resting state fMri is still challenging; however, when combined with the simultaneous recording of eeg, the dual approach demonstrated promising results. For best results, a hodological approach should be taken in establishing the parameters for surgery for gliomas and epilepsy, and through improvements in network analysis and resting state fMri, the overall approach and neurosurgical environment should continue to advance as well.
